
Mexico tackles bullying with a national
campaign

Students of the Primary School study in their classroom in Acapulco, Mexico, April 9, 2013. AP Photo/Marco Ugarte 

MEXICO CITY — Mexico has drawn international notoriety for its deadly drug cartels, but

public officials are now focusing on another form of violence that plagues Mexican society:

school bullying.

In recent weeks, President Enrique Pena Nieto railed against bullying (https://

www.newsela.com/?tag=bullying) during a visit to the troubled state of Tamaulipas.

Mexican celebrities joined a Twitter campaign, holding signs with the hashtag

"#ElBullyingNoEsUnJuego," or “Bullying is not a game.”

On television, disturbing images of children being bullied have played in a loop during

news programs. One girl is shown being grabbed by the hair, forced to her knees and

ordered to beg for mercy. And on June 11, Mexico’s human rights commission announced

that it would work with teachers as part of a national campaign to tackle bullying.

“The government has made a commitment … to make schools free of acoso escolar,”

Pena Nieto said in his late May appearance in Tamaulipas. He used the Spanish term for

abuse of students, before adding, “what is known publicly as bullying.”
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Bullying Cannot Be Overlooked

The anti-violence campaign picked up steam when a 12-year-old Tamaulipas boy died in

May after being grabbed by a group of young assailants and flung against a wall.

Published reports say the boy had complained to his teacher about being bullied but was

ignored.

But Roberto Campa, a top official in the federal Ministry of the Interior, said the

administration of Pena Nieto has been working on this issue since last year. He has been

tackling it since shortly after he took office as part of a broader violence-prevention

program.

Campa said that the issue had been largely overlooked.

“I think it was given less importance for many years. It was considered normal,” he said.

“Clearly, it’s not normal, and things have changed and the issue is becoming more visible

and central in public discussions.”

Sometimes It Starts At Home

Campa said the problem of bullying originates outside school, often within families, but

that schools should at least be a protective space for students.

Others, such as Monica Garza, who writes for Mexican newspaper La Razon, said the

word risks becoming a convenient, trendy and superficial catchall in a country overflowing

with social ills. The mistreatment and abuse of people of all ages and of laws — often by

authorities or drug cartels — has been widespread for a long time, she says.

Some say children who are abusing others now — and who did years before without an

official response — might one day become cartel henchmen who spread death throughout

Mexico.

“Mexico is a violent country that tolerates violence,” Garza wrote. “Bullying,” she said, “has

become the word of the moment, signaling any kind of violence, at school or at work, and

it’s time to call things by their names. Murder is not bullying. It’s murder. Assault is not

bullying. It’s assault … Many violent children in the schools aren’t bullies, they’re potential

delinquents.”

In Any Language, It Is Still Violence

The campaign follows in the footsteps of high-profile anti-bullying efforts in the United

States. As such, it’s not surprising that in Mexico the English word has been adopted into

everyday language.
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Because there is no single Spanish synonym, children outside a middle school in Tetelpan

on the southern edge of Mexico City use the English word, which they pronounced “boo-

leeng.” Sometimes they used Spanglish verbs like “buleando.”

“We’re very worried about the bullying,” said Brenda Quiroz Arteaga, 42. “My daughter

was harassed for a long time because she’s a little chubby and she suffered a lot. … I’m all

for expelling from the schools all the students who bullean their schoolmates.”

Using the word “bullearon,” 12-year-old Julian Perez said, “I’ve been bullied because of

my stature. I’m short. But I’ve become used to it and if I don’t pay it any mind, they leave

me alone.”

Sandra Torres, 13, declared one boy in her class a “bulleador” who was under watch, but

was a real “nightmare.”

Parent Renata Fernandez, 44, had a slightly different thought.

“I think bullying has always existed,” she said. “But now it’s in fashion to talk about this

theme. Before it didn’t get a lot of attention.”

New Efforts To Solve Old Problem

The newspaper Milenio reported recently that a mother filed a complaint with Mexico City

police against her own son for bullying students at his middle school. The mother knew

that he had been abusing and humiliating and even extorting money from other students

online, according to the newspaper. It was after she attended a talk about cyberbullying

that she went to police.

Mario Cruz, a professor at the Ibero-American University in Mexico City who coordinates its

human rights program, said the problem is an old one, but that many Mexicans —

especially youths — are only now being exposed to the idea of trying to stop it.

This is something that has gotten out of hand and they had no plan to work with different

government offices to do something about this, Cruz said. “This campaign is a corrective

step but at least it makes the phenomenon more visible.”
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Quiz

1 Which of the following BEST shows the serious side of bullying?

(A) The anti-violence campaign picked up steam when a 12-year-old

Tamaulipas boy died in May after being grabbed by a group of young

assailants and flung against a wall.

(B) "My daughter was harassed for a long time because she's a little chubby

and she suffered a lot."

(C) Sandra Torres, 13, declared one boy in her class a "bulleador" who was

under watch, but was a real "nightmare."

(D) "I've been bullied because of my stature. I'm short. But I've become used to

it and if I don't pay it any mind, they leave me alone."

2 Select the sentence that is LEAST important to include in a summary of the article.

(A) Mexican celebrities joined a Twitter campaign, holding signs with the

hashtag "#ElBullyingNoEsUnJuego," or "Bullying is not a game."

(B) The anti-violence campaign picked up steam when a 12-year-old

Tamaulipas boy died in May after being grabbed by a group of young

assailants and flung against a wall.

(C) Some say children who are abusing others now - and who did years before

without an official response - might one day become cartel henchmen who

spread death throughout Mexico.

(D) "This campaign is a corrective step but at least it makes the phenomenon

more visible."

3 Select the sentence that contains a word that is a synonym for "unsettling."

(A) Mexico has drawn international notoriety for its deadly drug cartels, but

public officials are now focusing on another form of violence that plagues

Mexican society: school bullying.

(B) On television, disturbing images of children being bullied have played in a

loop during news programs.

(C) He has been tackling it since shortly after he took office as part of a broader

violence-prevention program.

(D) The mother knew that he had been abusing and humiliating and even

extorting money from other students online, according to the newspaper.
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4 Read the sentence from the article.

Public officials are now focusing on another form of violence that

plagues Mexican society: school bullying.

Select the sentence that uses the word "plagues" in the same way as the above sentence.

(A) There has been a plague of bank robberies in the area.

(B) Drought and wildfires continue to plague the area.

(C) A plague swept through the tribe in the 1600s.

(D) The country was hit by a plague that year.
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Answer Key

1 Which of the following BEST shows the serious side of bullying?

(A) The anti-violence campaign picked up steam when a 12-year-old

Tamaulipas boy died in May after being grabbed by a group of young

assailants and flung against a wall.

(B) "My daughter was harassed for a long time because she's a little chubby

and she suffered a lot."

(C) Sandra Torres, 13, declared one boy in her class a "bulleador" who was

under watch, but was a real "nightmare."

(D) "I've been bullied because of my stature. I'm short. But I've become used to

it and if I don't pay it any mind, they leave me alone."

2 Select the sentence that is LEAST important to include in a summary of the article.

(A) Mexican celebrities joined a Twitter campaign, holding signs with the

hashtag "#ElBullyingNoEsUnJuego," or "Bullying is not a game."

(B) The anti-violence campaign picked up steam when a 12-year-old

Tamaulipas boy died in May after being grabbed by a group of young

assailants and flung against a wall.

(C) Some say children who are abusing others now - and who did years before

without an official response - might one day become cartel henchmen who

spread death throughout Mexico.

(D) "This campaign is a corrective step but at least it makes the

phenomenon more visible."

3 Select the sentence that contains a word that is a synonym for "unsettling."

(A) Mexico has drawn international notoriety for its deadly drug cartels, but

public officials are now focusing on another form of violence that plagues

Mexican society: school bullying.

(B) On television, disturbing images of children being bullied have played

in a loop during news programs.

(C) He has been tackling it since shortly after he took office as part of a broader

violence-prevention program.

(D) The mother knew that he had been abusing and humiliating and even

extorting money from other students online, according to the newspaper.
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4 Read the sentence from the article.

Public officials are now focusing on another form of violence that

plagues Mexican society: school bullying.

Select the sentence that uses the word "plagues" in the same way as the above sentence.

(A) There has been a plague of bank robberies in the area.

(B) Drought and wildfires continue to plague the area.

(C) A plague swept through the tribe in the 1600s.

(D) The country was hit by a plague that year.
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